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For ensuring the safety and reliability of high-speed trains, fault diagnosis (FD) technique plays an important role.

Benefiting from the rapid developments of artificial intelligence, intelligent FD (IFD) strategies have obtained much

attention in the field of academics and applications, where the qualitative approach is an important branch.
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1. Introduction

Since the Japanese Shinkansen was born in 1964, high-speed trains had made rapid progress all over the world .

Due to their various advantages, such as large capacity and low energy consumption, high-speed trains have become

one of the efficient tools in the transportation field, which are responsible for carrying goods and passengers .

Thanks to these superiorities, the most representative high-speed train techniques, like Shinkansen-N700 and E5 in

Japan, China Railway Highspeed (CRH) in China, InterCityExpress (ICE) in Germany, and Train à Grande Vitesse (TGV)

in France, play an essential role in the transportation of various countries .

A major topic of high-speed trains is its safety. In order to protect passengers to the greatest extent, a common manner is

to establish reasonable maintenance strategies . Therefore, issues, like fault diagnosis (FD), attract enhanced attention

from academia and application aspects in the transportation field . In the FD tasks of high-speed trains, there are

three basic requirements : judging there is a fault in high-speed trains or not, finding the original cause of faults, and

forecasting fault-evolution trends. Furthermore, these achievements also provide engineers valuable references in

formulating maintenance strategies .

However, traditional FD techniques make it difficult to diagnose some faults in high-speed trains . One of the

reasons behind this challenge is that the inherent characteristics of faults in high-speed trains could be often confused.

There are many kinds of faults among high-speed trains, differing in both fault symptoms and fault causes. A few faults

can be directly determined by simple logic judgements . Unfortunately, the features of other faults are complicated,

especially for the large-scale system composed of many subsystems . Moreover, when a one-one mapping relationship

between fault types and their symptoms is not achieved, it will pose difficulties in successfully diagnosing faults. In fact,

there are several aspects resulting in difficulties of successful detection and diagnosis of faults, which should be taken into

account . To sum up, these factors are listed as follows.

Gradation. The structure of high-speed trains has several levels, including train level, system level, subsystem level,

and component level. Thus, referring to gradational structure of trains, their faults and symptoms have similar features

[21].

Confusion. Aiming at complex system with the high structure coupling, the relationship among different fault

characteristics is complicated. When fault occurs, factors, like redundancy and relevance, reflecting on these

characteristics should be considered [22].

Propagation. When a fault appears in systems, it is a high probability with the phenomenon of causing other systems or

subsystems to fail at the same time [23].

Uncertainty. The occurrence of faults in high-speed trains is often random. Moreover, there are still several

uncertainties under the following situations, such as monitoring process of measurement data, transformation in

external operation environment, and so on [24].

Apart from the above characteristics, the real-time ability of FD schemes should be taken into account. Because of these

demanding requirements, traditional FD techniques make it difficult to achieve our desired results . Until the 1980s,

benefiting from developments of artificial intelligence (AI), especially for the utilization of expert system (ES), intelligent FD

(IFD) techniques, regarded as a new research topic, could perform the FD tasks accurately, autonomously, and quickly 

. Following the trend, IFD techniques have also been introduced into the transportation domain. The beginning
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of implementing IFD techniques needs to extract a large amount of diagnostic knowledge . Fortunately, the primary

requirement can be met in the FD tasks of high-speed trains due to rich knowledge that has been formed in the train

maintenance and monitoring process. In comparison with the principle of traditional FD techniques (i.e., signal detection

and feature extraction), IFD techniques can make use of knowledge acquisition and reasoning to obtain the FD results

.

Many researchers have summarized the IFD approaches applied in high-speed trains on the basis of different

perspectives for nearly half a century. In the early research, Frank  divided IFD techniques into analytical model-based,

signal processing-based, and knowledge-based approaches. On this basis, Reference  summarized IFD approaches

again according to recently emerging techniques, i.e., qualitative and quantitative approaches. Under the new classified

way, both model-based and data-driven approaches are the branches of the quantitative approach. In addition, graph

theory, expert system, and qualitative simulation are the branch of the qualitative approach. In particular, it is a remarkable

work that IFD techniques are firstly comprehensively summarized. 

2. Challenges and Future Trends

Over the past three decades, qualitative IFD approaches have been successfully applied in transportation areas of FD.

Currently, qualitative techniques have gotten onto the intelligent stage. However, some challenges need to be addressed,

especially in FD of high-speed trains, are given as follows:

Qualitative IFD techniques are useful for a specific system.

In qualitative IFD techniques, it is difficult to ensure that all rules are applicable.

The lower quality of knowledge results in worse FD performance in qualitative IFD techniques.

With the complexity of system mechanism, knowledge becomes difficult to be extracted and stored.

Qualitative IFD techniques are difficult to diagnose and detect incipient faults in high-speed trains.

The diagnostic KB with complete fault knowledge, viewed as a prerequisite for using qualitative IFD techniques, is

difficult to be constructed.

In addition to summarizing their limitations and challenges, future research trends centered on qualitative IFD techniques

are exposed. One of the recent trends is that qualitative IFD techniques combine other approaches to improve the FD

performance. The core of the research is still fault identification, location, and prediction. For another, remote and real-

time requirements should be considered in FD procedures of high-speed trains. Here, several advanced trends are listed

below.

(1)Management and maintenance of explicit diagnostic knowledge. It is well known that the construction of diagnostic KB

about high-speed trains is a huge task. One of the difficulties lies in the need to expose invisible knowledge because most

researchers or engineers only use existing technologies and explicit diagnostic knowledge to build a KB containing

enough rich information. But, it is not even close to sufficient. But, invisible knowledge, especially in the human brain of

train maintenance engineers, is also an indispensable knowledge resource. At the moment, there have been many studies

aiming at explicit knowledge extraction, but few reports consider invisible knowledge extraction. To overcome this difficulty,

it is helpful to construct a complete diagnostic KB from the perspective of knowledge extraction.

(2)Improvements in the quality of known quantitative information in high-speed trains. A large amount of historical data is

recorded during the operation of high-speed trains and then can be converted into fault knowledge through data mining

methods. However, these data collected from the onboard information system in high-speed trains often suffer from

missing data points. When extracting knowledge from missing data and building a diagnostic KB, it is easy to lose

important knowledge. Thus, the selection of appropriate preprocessing techniques can improve the quality of knowledge

discovery and monitoring data (will be used in data mining methods to extract fault knowledge), thereby improving the

quality of the diagnostic KB and the result provided via qualitative IFD techniques.

(3)Deep knowledge mining, extraction, and application. Shallow knowledge could be summarized from the massive

historical data collected from high-speed trains. On the contrary, deep knowledge is helpful to explore relationships among

subsystems in high-speed trains, providing the new solution for system level faults. It is expected that qualitative IFD

techniques combining deep and shallow knowledge will be further developed in the future, so as to break the constraints

of traditional qualitative methods for special applications in system level or component level FD.

(4)The fusion of qualitative IFD and health management approaches. Under some special conditions (e.g., complete

diagnostic KB, the transparent and interpretable FD procedure), qualitative IFD approaches can show accuracy results.

These conditions are also necessary for health management techniques. One emerging solution for qualitative IFD

approaches is to integrate into health management techniques, and the whole framework can be regarded as an
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autonomous and accurate comprehensive evaluation system for high-speed trains. With the critical advantages of health

management, engineers can easily report the dynamic degradation of high-speed trains, providing effective suggestions

for train maintenance. However, there are some challenges with the above technology, like system integration, sensor

selection and optimal layout, and measurement data fusion. Fortunately, solutions to these challenges can improve the

reliability of high-speed trains and reduce the operation cost of systems.

The research and application of integrated qualitative IFD techniques. Some critical systems in high-speed trains usually

have complex nonlinear features, such as strong coupling and time-varying parameters. In addition, process uncertainties

and external interferences also have negative effects on FD procedures. Therefore, different qualitative IFD approaches

need to be integrated to improve the FD effect. However, there are still many problems to be further studied, such as

combination principles of different methods, the fuzzy knowledge expression after fusion, etc.

(6)The research and application of distributed qualitative IFD techniques. With the development of materials and

technologies, high-speed trains are becoming systematic, continuous, and automated, many distributed frameworks, like

distributed open-scale FD systems, are applied in FD procedures of trains. Distributed techniques provide a potential way

for large-scale IFD. Through the description, decomposition and allocation of FD tasks, distributed qualitative IFD

techniques can be designed for the decentralized and problem-oriented subsystems to overcome challenges in a parallel

collaboration. Furthermore, FD schemes based on the fusion of multi-agent techniques and qualitative IFD techniques are

also the advanced research topics in FD domains.

(7)The research and application of remote cooperative qualitative IFD techniques. The premise is to integrate computer

networks into qualitative IFD techniques, in which multicenter computers as servers work together. With the aid of

computer remote monitoring, information transmission, remote IFD techniques are easy to realize the processing,

transmission, storage, query, and display of monitoring information in high-speed trains. The successful implementation of

remote cooperative qualitative IFD techniques will be helpful for online IFD in high-speed trains, providing real-time results

for engineers in the operation center. Based on these results, engineers and experts can adjust maintenance plans of

trains. The key to this technique includes remote signal analysis, remote transmission of real-time data, and open ES

design.
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